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Area high schools
take security steps
to 1ght violence
By Alonza Robertson , and

Robert Vickers
Hilltop Staff Reporters

Florence Woodward

Student
victorious ,'
•
ID debate
•

'

By Diana Carter
Hilltop Staff Reporter
•

Florence Woodard, a member of
Howard University's tv,tartin Luther
King Jr .. Forensics Society, became
the first woman and firsfDlack to win
the American For~nsics Association
National Individual Events Tournament held at Bradley UniveI-sity in
Peoria, Ill.
''I am very glad to have won
because it was my last semester on the
speech team before I go to graduate
school", " said Woodard .
··
Woodard won for her dramatic interpretation' of George Wolfe's Colored Mu seum.
Woodward 's coach, Joni Jones
helped her to relax for · the
compe1111on .
''She told me to go out there and
have a good time but to keep in mindthe reason I was there," said
Woodward.
Wobdard , who went as a representative for Howard felt it was a great
honor.
''It was an honor to be a part of
the only predon1inantly black shool
to com;iet e. ''
Woodard who was part of a six
person delegation, categorized the
competition as ''very stiff."
''Everyone was on their toes and
the material was strong ... It was a
broad base of talent."
C.J Continued on page 6

Annual
art f es tival
prolonged

Teen violence in the District's 15
high schools is a terrifying reality
that students, teachers and administators deal with on a daily
basis.
The problem is no longer an occasional scuffle with a class bully.
This is indicated by the weapons
students often arm themselves
with said school officials.
According to D.C. police
statistics , there has been an increase of,. assaults in D.C. high
schools, although the total number
of crimes decreased from 121to44
between 1986 to 1987 . As of
February 1988, there were two
assaults, two. burglaries and five
larc~nies reported.
, McKinleY High School students
and faculty have experienced
. , violence and drug use like most
D.~. high schools. A brawl that
tooklplace in the school's parking
lot, in 1981, left two students injured'. One student was struck in
the head with a 'hammer. The
other suffered abdominal injuries.
Recently t"hcre have been fights
be.tween students a11d between
students and teachers that have
resulted in serious injuries including lacerations and fractured
bones, st udents said. Several
students reportedly carry pocket
knives, brass knuckles and handguns for protection or as
deterrents.
Many of the students that attend McKinley and other area
scl100\s come from neighbor~oods
where they have either seen or felt
the effects of unemployment,
crime, and teen pregnanC)' according to soc ial workers. There are
few succesful role models in these
environments for teens to follow.
Although the problems are
co mmon, the schools' co mmunities are embarrassed and

By Kalena

Hilltop Staff Reporter

angered. Few McKinley students
were willing to talk freel)' about
the problem.
Those who did share their views
said that they felt_rflatively safe inspite of the violence as along as
they would ''mind their own
business.''
In 1986, undercover policeman
James Simpson discovered the illegal sale of drugS at McKinley.

According to repoits, seven
students were arrested for selling
the narcotic PCP.
Some students admitted that
several of their classmates sell
drugs to earn fast ·money and
become popular as a result of the
coveted items they can afford to
buy.
Leroy Swain, a social studies
teacher at McKinle:Y, said ''Deep
down, these kids aren't bad. They
want to do right, but there's no incentive to do it. They can sell
drugs, hang on corners, socialize,
wear the finest clothes, make easy
money, and nobod)' bothers them.
It's a good life."
The ''good life'' often turns into a dangerously violent life as
students fear being reported or
when their luxurious cars are vandalized and their expensive jewelry
and wads of money are stolen .
''We have a good relationship
with the majority of the kids, so
their isn't much fighting," said
Brian Blake, a securiiy aide at
Cardozo High School located on
13th and Clifton StFeets, N.W.
''When something is going on
we usually get there before
anything happens,'' Blake said.
St11dents caught with weapons
at Cardozo are suspended for 25
days according to Blake. The
school also calls the closest police
precinct and allows the authorities
to handle the problem from there .
Roosevelt High School, also in
· the District, have three plain
clothes security guards randomly
O Continued on page 6
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Students leave Banneker High School on Euclid St. MW.
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Some students hove been victims· of armed robbery.

The Undergraduate -Student
Assembly will extend its 8th annual
Spring Blacks Arts Festival to a weeklong activity this year -· unlike the
two-&:y e'vent of previous years -- in
an effort to offer students a variety
of cultural activities.
''The past festivals ~1ave usually
been made up of only the picnic and
the fashion show. This year we have
more activities .. . ," said Craig Collins, director of public relations for
the student assembly.
Operating under the theme, .
''Young, Gifted and Black,'' the
festival will take place at Howard
April 18-23 and will begin with a
''Festival Kickoff'' April 18 featuring a joint performance by Dawnn
Lewis of the TV sitcom A Different
World and DIVA, a society for
women of the fine arts, visual arts
and communication arts. The Project, a Howard University jazz band,
will also perform at the kick-off .
Literary works by Howard
students and faculty will be featured
in a ''Poetry Reading Affair'' April
20.
..
Also that day, Howard jazz bands
including The Sextet, The Project
and Washentun, will perform in
Blackburn for ''A Day of Jazz."
''Comedy Night'' will also take
place in Blackburn April 21 and will
feature Roland . ''Buddy'' Lewis, a
Howard graduate, along with various
other comedians.
The Spring 1988 fashion show, en:
titled ''Kenkai: A Fashion Affair."
will burst with Oriental flWApfil 22.
Fashions will be presented by
designers from Howard and the community. Tickets for the show are $3
for students and $5 for others.
Other events include a film festival
of black film classics and the selection of a new Mr. Howard.
The festival will end \Vith a picnic
on ''The Yard." Music, t-shirts, and
food, catered by Popeyes Fried
Chicken, will be provided. If it rains
that day, the picnic will be postponed to April 30. According to Collins, the picnic is. more of a school
event than a community one.
''We do not make an aggressive
move to the community to come
0 Continued on page.6
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Selection committee picks 1988 Mr. Howard
•

By Onika L. Johnson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

'i

Photo bf Susan Harewood

Miss Howard, Jennifer Thomas, gives Thomas Pierre a hug.

The time has come for Miss
Howard University to move over and
prepare herself to share the throne.
Thomas K. Pierre Jr, a junior broadcast productions major, was selected
as the 1988-89 Mr. Howard University, April 14, in the Armour J.
Blackburn Center.
'' I thank God for this opportunity," Pierre said.'' I truly felt it in my
heart to do this ... it was a dream of
mine which actualiy came true," he
said. ''[The selection committee] saw
it in me even at times when at times
I couldn't see it myself."
Mr. Howard, developed by the
Undergraduate Student Assembly,
was not a pageant, but a selection
process. The requirements consisted
of an application, a 200 word essay,
a cumulative grade point avarage of
2.5 and that the applicant be a

Law students get 'day in court' This week:
'

By Gale Mitchell
.....,,

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Students in Howard University' s
School of Law battled in moot court
sessions last week to practice and get
experience in their future p~ofession.
''They get the opportunity to put
into practice what we have been
teaching them all year,'' said H.
Washington, professor 0f lega1
writing at the law school. ''These
students are all first year law students
except for a few of them. This is the
first opportunity for them to show
off their classroom skills."
While showing off their skills, the
students were able to practice on a
real-life case involving a child who
had been given the drug Ritalin for
hyperacivity in Atlanta, Ga.
The parents of the chiltl were sueing the medical professional who
pre.cribed the dr~g because. they
claimed ample warrung of the side effects connected with the·drug had not

been told to them. The drug had a
negative affect on their daughter.
''It is early and not a lot has happened in the triali," said John Coale,
an attorney at law who is presently
working" on this case and served as
one of the judges during the mock
trials.
.
During the· trial, s6'me students
acted on behalf of the parents while
others acted on behalf of the
psychiatrist who was being accused of
malpractice
and
medical
misrepresentation.
One session of the trial saw
students on the side of the parents
argue that the doctor was guilty for
malpractice because he had failed to
notify the parents of the drug's harmful side effects.
In defense of the medical pr.ofessional accused, the other side argued
that under Georgia law, where the
case is being tried, the doctor does
not have to tell the patient about all
.

-

D Continued on page 6
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sop homore, 1un1or, or non. graduating ~enior.
Mr. Howard represents the
positive gualities ''posst"ssed by the
truly pro:gfessive black men'' here at
Howard University. Pierre is a
positive Black male role model who,
according to the selection committee,
has the stature of a man of purpose,
the diction of a man of history, and
the qualities of all beautiful men in
our lives.
At the reception, a teary-eyed
Pierre read his essay which set him
apart from the other finalists who in·
eluded Lloyd Mack Royal, and Gino
Martelli Carr.
The essay both began and ended
with a quote from tl1.e poet Claude
McKay, ''Be not deceived, for every
· deed you do, I could match, outmatch; Am I not Africa's son, Black
of that black lard where black deeds
are done?'' The essay capitalized on
the essence of Mr. Howard.

''Character, as defined by Mr.
''I feel that he is an Cxcellent choice
HoWard is personality, tenacity, and for Mr. Howard," Thomas said .
leadership ... He glorifies God with the ''He is very sincere.'' Thomas ·exuse of his talent, yet he shares his pressed her intentions to work very
closely with the new M·r. Howard this
talent.
Pierre's activities' include being a summer.
member of the NAACP, an executive
'' I made sure that they knew that
board member of the New Yorker, [the title was what they made it] in
Ltd., a member of the Delta Beau the beginning. I talked with each of
Court and the Residence Hall Ad- them personally so that they would
visory Council, and the newly elected not come into the Mr. Howard title
treasurer of the School of Com- blindly, like I did into my title,'' she
munications Student Council said.
1988-1989.
Pierre a native New Yorker from
''We have not not made any final
the south Bronx, acquired the title of plans this time ... we are opening up
Mr. New York for 1986-1987.
• avenues for Mr. Howard,'' Smith
The nine-member selection com- said. ''We've sent letters out to many
mittee was composed of two ad- organizations in the area to let them
ministrators, six members of the stu- know that Mr. Howard is at their
dent body, including Keli M. Smith, disposal.'' she said.
grevience director for UGSA and _
_.
1
coordinator of the Mr. Howard selecMr. Howard will represent t'he.
tion and Miss Howard University male student body in a number of
1988-89, Jennifer Thomas.
capacities for the following year.
•

•

Both students agreed that reporting
contacted the police.
According to Dawson, after the the incident was important because of
Hilltop Staff Repor1er
man left the site, he threw the stolen the impact that the theft would have
Howard University police arrested property into some weeds in front of on the school.
an unidentified black male betweer.1 a Texaco station located on 2201
''We go to school here,'' said
the ages of 19 and 21 after he alleged- Georgia Avenue. He then headed up Keith. ''Him stealing the computer
ly broke into the Howard Universit>· the avenue towards Euclid St.
would be a loss to students," he said.
School of Medicine and stole a per- where he was appfehended. Keith
sonal computer printer, disk drive and Gordan· indentified the man as
''Now I seC that .it (theft) con~
and a monitor.
the thief and security police turned tributes to the school justifying an in- '
Richard Keith and Richard Gor· him over to Metro police.
creasee in tuition.'' said Gordan. ''If
I •·,
dan, both i11ternational students maAccording to Dawson, the;, man we know about incidents of theft and
joring in mechanical engineering
witnessed the theft. The two were will face arraignment for the not say anything, then we can't say
anything about an increase in tuileaving the medical-dental library for the charges on April 28.
While Keith said that he was more tion," he said.
when they saw the man climb out of
angered over the man's actions, Gor~ windo\\'. of the buildiftg at approxdan said that he was really appalled
imately 3:30 ani.
The director commended the
•'He came out of the window and by the man's arrogance.
students for reporting the ·crime.
onto the pavement behind us,'' said
•
''He was bold-faced enough to
Keith. ''We stopped and let him pass
''I'm real happy that the students
walk
with
it
in.his
hand_''
he
said,
by,'' he said.
are helping to fi~ht local crime,\' he
According to Keith, the man said
he hoped that they wouldn't report j'Most people would try to run, bUt Said. He added.that he hoped the stuhim. Keith said he then warned him he just walked with it as if it was his. dent's actions would set a precedent
to put the computer down ani;i leave. It just didn't sttnt right,'' said for other students in the futur~
Keith watched the man as Gordan Gordan.

•
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Stuaents witness campus theft, suspect arrested
By Shelia Maxwell
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Residence Hall Week rev.iewed

•

Fraternity
sponsors
jog-a-th on

'

Professor urges TV producers to try black·shows
By Melanie R. Brodus
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The negative portrayal of blacks i11
the media has had a powerful influence on the way soc.iety views the
black race, said Dr. Bishetta Merrit,
a professor in the School of Communications to an audience, April 12,

By Shelia Maxwell
Hilltop Staff Repor1er

The; Alpha Chapter of Omega Psi
Phi fraternity at Howard University
sponsored a ''Run Jess Run'' IOk
Jog-A-Thon in an effort to raise
rrioney for Democratic presidential
hopeful, Jesse Jackson.
,
According to Darrin Earley,
Omega Psi Phi member and coordinator of tl1e event, approximately
$2000 was raised in sponsorships and
donations by the 50 students and
D.C. residents who participated.
''Although only 50 people came
out to walk or run, we raised a lot of
rhoney," said Earley. ''That showed
that a lot of people support Jackson
and \ve're (Omega Psi Phi) happy
about tha1," he said.

-Photo by Paul Woodruff
Students hit the road for Jesse Jackson during jog..a-thon
The event, which took place on
April 9, covered approximately 6.5
miles. It began at the intersection of
4th and Bryant Sts NW and followed a course which took tbe joggers
along Irving St., North Capitol St.,
Ridge Rd . and Rock Creek Churchill
Rd. The runners and walkers
repeated this route to complete the
cou rse.

"

WDJY 100 FM radio provided
music for the participants. Nonrunning members of the fraternity
and Delta Sigma Theta sorority, their
sister organization, provided them
with water and rest stops along the
way. D.C. police also participated by
blocking off intersections for the
JOggers.
tJ Continued on page 6

Howard doctor honored
by health profession
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with the public \vas to lead in the formation of the first community based
Hilltop Staff Reporter
commu nity such as blood screening
One of Howard University's own and CPR (card iopu lmonary resusitawas honored Saturday night, April 9, tion) programs, but th e com munity
at the J.W . Marrio1 by the American \Vasn't get1ing them. For the most
Heart Association
Nation's part they \Vere all unkno\vn."
Capital Affiliate (AHA/NCA).
Among the things that Jeter did to
Dr. Thomas Jeter D.D.S , the bring the AHA i11to r.!!._Or_c; ~o ntac_! .
associate professor of oral surgery at branch of the AHA in the histor)' of
Ho\vard 's school of dentistry, was the Nation's Cap ita l Affiliate.
tl1e recipient of the AHA/ NCA 1988
Jeter was also a co-founder and
Community A\vard.
chairman of the AHA/ NCA Federal
Ho nored along \Vith Je(er \vas Dr . P yra1nid CP R program that \Vas
John Rose M.D. of Georgeto\vn developed 10 teach C PR to Federal
Unive rsity who was 1he recipient of Employees. The idea was to educate
1 ~.e AHA/ NCA 1988 Medical Science
workers from certain federal agencies
Achievement Award.
in C PR so they could take what they
''Their steadfastness in support of learned back to work and instruct
reducing premature death and others.
disab lit y from cardiovascu lar disease ,
Further, to increase the comhas been outstanding," said Affiliate munities aware11ess of the AHA, i11President Stuart F. Seides.
formation was dispersed that
Jeter, who J1as been with Howard educated the public about the riskUniversity for the past 15 years factors leading to heart di sease. These
received his award for his achieve~90t factors are both co ntrollable,
as a member of the AHA/NO.\ (''smoking and obesity'') and unconboard of directors and chairman of tro lla ble (''sex and race'').
it's con1mu nity organizations. _
''BJ·acks tend to have more car'' 1 was overjoyed tha! my peers diovascular problems than other
thoug ht enough of me to think that groups. We have more problems \Vith
I deserved such a prestigious award everything when you get down to it,
although I don't think the award was \Vith examples like the infant mortalimine alone," said Jeter .
ty rate and cancer," said Jeter .
According 10 Jeter, the award has
Jeter was optimistic about the
.. been given annually for the last eight American Heart Association's future
years to those that have a1tempted to \\'ith the community but he stressed
bring the American Heart Associa- h is
co n cern
about
public
tion further into the community. In participation .
his 13 years of participation wi1h the
''To see all of our plans come to
organization, this has been one of fruition, \Ve need the public's
Jcter's primary goals.
assistance because we can't do it all
In late 1978, a poll was distri buted alon e," he said.
by the AHA/NCA that revealed that
tlie general community Was very
unaware of \Vhat the activities of 1he
Heart Assoc iation were.
'' We wat1tcd to kno\v \Vhat the
co mmunity knew about us because
people were knocking 011 their doors
and asking for co ntributions for our
organiza1ion, and people were giving
up their money \vi1hout knowing
\vhat the Heart Association did,"
said Je1er .
He added, ''The AHA has a large
•
men~ _
q[_t_hi_l_!gs th~t they caIJ.qffu_!_he_

.

-

-

at Carver Hall.
Merrit said that the producers of
television, radio and film programs
must take the initiative to change the
derogatory image of Blacks that now
exists in the media.
''We need those people who are
ct'eating the shows to take a chance
and depict blacks in a positive,
favorable role. They (producers) need
to break away from their fear that
their shows may lose money, may be
accepted or may break the fantasy,''
said Merrit.
Merrit explained that ''break the
fantasy'' meant producers often do
not like to contradict the already
established caricatures of blacks.
Merrit cited the Cosby Show as an example of this .

She noted that before being ac-'
cepted by the NBC network, Bill
Cosby's show was rejected by the
CBS and ABC networks because the
directors felt that Cosby's portrayal
of blacks was unrealisic and wouldn't
be accepted by the American public.
Since then the Cosby Show has
received top ratings each week and
has been attributed with the raising
of NBC's rating from third to first
among the three national networks.

''We decided to do the game
because we wanted Sutton to be
Hilltop Staff Reporter
represented in Residence Hall
What was the first black institution Week," said coordinator Barbara
of higher learning? Who was the first Farrington, a junior from Connecblack general in the Air Force? ti~ut majoring in mathematics.
''We tried to make it fun and not
Which building on Howard University's campus is named for the inven- too hard because we didn't want to
embarrass
anybC'dy,"
said
tor of the railway signal?
These and other questions were Farrington.
answered Tuesday, April 12, during
The game was played using the forSu11on Plaza 's :'Blackademics, '' a mat of the popular TV game show
game designed to teach students fa cts Jeopardy. Three (previously chosen)
about their heritage and the contestants, Muneer Nasser Shabazz,
university.
Phyllis Terry and Kenya Stoute chose
''Blackademics'' was just one of questions from categories such as
the many social and cultu ral pro- Howard Facts, Sports Figures and
grams scheduled during the 10th An- Black Organizations. The conniversary of Residence Hall Week. testants, as in the real TV show, had
By Laura Christion

By Curtise Garner
Hilltop Staff Reporter
Pholo b,,. Susan li11rewood

Shante Perkins models during CSA
fashion sho, _

CSA fashions
Howard University's Caribbean
Studenls Association \>viii wrap up a
week of festivities with a picnic this
\veekend at Carter BarrO\V Park on
16th and Kenned y Streets, N. W. at
11 :00 a.m.
The theme of this year's celebra1ion was ''Many Nations ... One
Sca .. _One People!''
The students began tl1e week with
an exhibition i11 the Undergraduate
Library and-a political forum in the
School of Business. An annual food
f.estival and fasl1ion show were also
part of the fes1ivities.
A party, featuring Caribbean
music , '"ill also take place Friday at
I 327 R St., N.W. from 10 p.m. until
4 a.m .

Advertise
in the
HILLTOP

Coll 636-6867

Photo by Paul Woodruff

Rev Debra R. Dove, former
chaplain of Howard University
Hospital, started off Residence Halls
Week (RHW) with a message, "l'he
Three Different W~vs a Person Can
Experience Cruxi fixion _''
Dove delivered her message during
the mqrning service in Andrew
Rankin Chapel Sunday, April 10.
The audience wa:; both attentive and
spi ritually responsive.
In addition to Dove's service,
William Keene, the Dean · of
Residence Life, greeted the audience

A WORLD OF OPPOR
•

Merrit, who teaches AfroAmeric,ans in Broadcasting, discussed how the negative characterization
of blacks began in the south during
the days of slavery before the Civil •
War. The popular form of entertainment was minstrels, in which white
actors painted their faces black in an
attempt to imitate black slaves living
a happy;- content life.
These same caricatures were carD Continued on page 6

t

to state their answers in the form ot·
a question.
Although ''Blackar;lemics'' followed their format, Jennardy was never
quite like this. The boisterous
in the audience cheered, clapped and
even sang the show's theme song . .
While contestant's scores were being tabulated at the end of the firc;t
round, Farrington entertained the audience with her version of a Coca-·
Cola commercial.
In the final round, Shabazz, an international business major from
Long Island, N. Y. astounded the audience with his knowledge of ancient
Egypt and gained approximately
3,000 points by answering all the
D Continued on page 6

in regards 10 RHW.
''Residence
Hall Week is designed to be a time
for students to work together, have
fun and participate in campus activities. It 's purpose is also to put a
focus on the positive aspects of dormitory Jiving,'' said Keene.
A second addition was the
Residence Hall choir, which was
comprised of about 10 members,
each representing one of Howard
University's dorms, traditionally
dressed in white tops and black skirts
and slacks.
They were directed by Stephen
Hurd and added spice to the service
O Continued on page 6
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ARE YOU SEEKING CHALLENGE?
RESPONSIBII.l'l'Y?
ADVANCEMENT?
TRAVEL?
•
Consider a career as a CIVILIAN RETAIL MANAGER with
AAFES (~my and Air Force Exchange Service)

AAFES

•

Tired of V\laiting

•t.Jie NINTH LARGEST

•

l

RETAILER IN 1HE ,UNITED STATES

•operates retail stores, food facilities, personal service outlets and movie theaters on
military instaUations AROUND 1HE WORLD
•ls looking for MARKETING or MANAGEMENT graduates (other majors
considered) who:

-to. see your Doctor?

•

•

•

'

•enjoy active Work

•have outstanding interpersonal skills
~are

Try Union Medical Center, Inc. located just across Georgia Avenue
from Howard University Hospital. Our multi-specialty group can
provide quality health care without the long wait.
Our staff and affiliated physicians are available to see you Monday
through Friday 9 AM-5:30 PM and Tuesday until 7:30 PM and
Saturday 9 AM to 2:30 PM. Call for an appointment.
•

•

•

• 08/GYN
•Urology
• Orthopedics

willing to relocate periodically and accepl overseas assignments"

•have had some retail experience (not required)

•offers the recent college graduate:

•

'

•a formal training program
•challenging work
•chance for responsibility early in career
•competitive salary and benefits package
•possibility for worldwide travel

'

•Podiatry
• Pediatrics
• Cardiology
• Internal Medicine

If you are qualified and interested in a career in WORLDWIDE RETAILING,
send resume and transcript direct to:
College Relations &. Recruitment Manager
HQ AAFES (HR-C3-BP)
P.O. Box 66o202

•

Eq11al Opportunity Employer
•

.

l~C.

2024 GEORGIA AVENUE. N .W. •WASHINGTON. O.C. 20001-3038 • 202/234-2187
•

'

Dallas, TX 75266-0202

•

UNION MEDICAL CENTER,

•

AAFES

•

•

•

Dr. B. Merrit makes a point during lecture.

P.hoto by Keith Leadbetter

Stugents_ _use game to teach history

I

By Eric Smith
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Democratic candida·tes square off in debate
'

.

By Tracey A. Hymes
Hilltop Staff ReP,orter

With less than a week remaining

before the New York primary, the
Democratic presidential nomination
candidates joined in a lively debate
Tuesday as they addressed . issues
.._ - .........

regarding homelessness, sanctions on
South Africa, and the right of

homosexuals 'to serve as foster
parents.

During the debate at Madison
Square Garden's Felt Forum, Mass.

Go.v. Michael S. Duka'kis, Sen.
Albert Gore Jr. (D-Tenn.), and the
Rey. Jesse L. Jackson confronted one
another about foreign policy as well
as economic and social issues.
Throughout the session, sponsored
by the New York Daily News, Gore
attacked Dukakis about issues .pertaining to crime and welfare by questioning him about deep cuts in the
state welfare budget . as weJ.l as a
prison furlough policy. Dukakis, at
times, seemed angered by l1is rival as
· he insisted that his policies were

strong and well-administered.
- In one of the numerOuS-PiCSldential attacks, Dukakis stated that he
would begin competing for the
delegates won by those candidates
who have already dropped out--and
maybe even those supporting Gore.
This statement was made to imply
that unless Gore does better than the
distant third he has consistently held,
he will soon be out of the race .
In reply to this assumption, Gore
stated, ''Don't lick your chops too
soon, Dukakis. New York's going to

have a bigger say about that than you
will.''
The debate was interrupted on
several occassions by homosexual
demonstrators who questioned the
three candidates' views on AIDS. All

added they would not rule out gay
couples serving as foster parents.
With respect to hoffieJeSsness, the
candidates promised they would at tack this problem, which continues to
plague many of the nation's cities.
Dukakis added that every American

three ~ted that they are in favor of .
should have decent affordable
more research and education. They
housing.
oppose~datory notification of sex
The issue of teenage pregnancy was
partners and mandatory testing, exanother focus of the debate. To
cept in the cases of military personreduce this problem, Jackson symnel, immi~rants and prisoners. They
pathized, saying. that he would appeal
.

District's
cab service

'Nation's library' gets ne'r look
•

Library of Congress facility temporarily closed for renovation
Hilltop Staff Reporter

By Gale Mitchell
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Recently, cab services in the
District have been plagued by complaints ranging from failure to haul

to the overcharging of customers.
A major complaint stems from the

' In response to such charges about
cab service, the city governmeiit passed an ordinance last month stating
that once a driver is flagged down, he
• is obligated to take the passenger to
the destination of their choice, according to Charles Day , Application Examiner for the Department of Public
Works. The only exception to this
rule is if the driver has an off-duty
or on-call sign in his window.
''Drivers are suppo'sed to take
passengers to their destination once
the cab is flagged down if it is for
hire," said Day. He said that if a
driver fails to take the person to his
destination, he should register the
complair.t in writing to Day's office.

The District's cab system has been the target af many complaints.
He added that t)le person filing the
co..n;tplaint should make sure that he
gets the cab number and the par.ticular cab company.
''If you cannot get the cab number
and company, get the license plate
number. If you get inside the cab,
note the back 's (driver's) face or the
driver number," said Day.
Day added that once lie receives a
written complaint, he evalutes it to
determine what charges to bring
against driver. If the charges are
valid, the driver has to reply in
writing to the iharges brought against
him.
Day said the penalties vary for
those found in violation. ''If it is
about overcharging a costumer, for
example, I might make him pay the
money back. If it is refusal to haul,
the djrver might have to go for a for-

mal hearing in front of the commission • ''
•
''The commission is comprised of
three commissioners and is called the
Panel on Adjudication. The person
who files the complaint and wishes to
have a hearing would be referred to
this panel. If the person refuses to
have a formal hearing in front of the
commission, then the complaint is
held: for future reference,'' Day said.
''Eighty percent of the so-called
complaints are not valid,'' said
Calvin Nowlin, Business Manager for
Capital Cab.

,

According to a source at Diamond
Cab who did not wish to be identified, the company does not keep
records of customer complaints
about overcharging, only more major incidents such as traf~ic accidents
are recorded.

A two-phase renovation plan has
caused the Library of Congress' Main
Reading room to be closed since
December.
The plan, for which Congress appropriated $81.5 million to the Architect of the Capitol, includes bringing the buildings up to current health,
safety and access standards as well as
restoring them to their original architectural beauty.
Affected by the renovation are the
Thomas Jefferson and the John
· Adams buildings on Capitol Hill .
Projected completion of the first
phase is is set for December 1988, according to the March 21, 1988 issue
of the ''Library of Congress Information Bulletin.'' The second phase
will begin in October 1989 and end
in March 1992.
Each phase will require the closing of
half of each building.
Many mosaics and decorative
features were covered up for years in
order to provide office space for
library staff.
With the opening of the James
Madison Building in 1980, the
library's third building, more .office
space was provided and an opportunity was opened for the Jefferson
and Adamsed facilities to be
modernized.
Du-ring renovation, once hidden
mosaics will be uncovered, cleaned.

.Other improvements to be made
include upgrading air-conditioning
systems, updating heating, veniila~
tion and fire protection systems, and
improving electrical, lighting, plumbing and food services.
The addition of appropriate wiring
in the Jefferson building will allow
placement of computer terminals in
the MRR library which may in the
futur:e computerize its card catalogs.
According to Public Service Officer for the Collections Management

••

--

•

Division (CMD) of th~ library, Diane
Kresh preparation foilhe clo~ing of
ponions of the library took ''months
and months of planning.''
Signs
announ~ing
the
MRR 's closure were
posted
throughout lht'.' library so that frequent users could prepare themselves
and find another location for their
studies.
''The library is trying its best to
have the public,s needs met
elsewhere," said Kresh.
•

'

-

The Thomas Jefferson Building of the Library .of Congress

\

Nation in brief

•
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lfyou're pregnant, then there's an important birth day coming up.
Your child's.
To make it a happy birthday and ensure a safe and affordable
delivery, Washington Hospital Center has a present for you. Special
Delivery.
·
Special Delivery is a program designed especially for women ~th
no health insurance. For a very low price, you and your unborn child
can receive exceptionally high quality care. What's more, the earlier
you join, the more money you ultimately save ... and the more
likely you'll receive proper care.

Our comprehensive package covers such things as nine months of
prenatal care, classes, a semi-private hospital room for two days, anesthesia, and a post-partum check, to name a few. All with personalized,
special attention. And all at very low rates.

•

-

By Beth Casey

under zre

fact that many drivers apparently
pick and choose those whom they
wish to serve. Drivers would allegedly
slow down to view J)otenti,al
customers and promptly speed off if
they deemed the person undesirable.

to youths by telling them that they
must be responsible fo.r their actions. ·
''I would appeal to young people
to be good enough to raise the babies
that they make. And I do that as I
travel across the countfy. But I do
.n.ot do it in a punitive sense because
I understand the context," Jackson
said.
Other issues surfacing during the
-debate included concerns for affirlnative action as well as more spending on day care and programs for
_pregnant women.

So come see us if you have tight budget constraints or no insurance
coverage. Our staff of highly qualified physicians, nurses and residents
have one goal in mind: the best in prenatal care for you and your
unborn child and the safe delivery of your baby.
For the'rest of your life, you and your child will be glad you called
us today.

••
•o

WASHINGTON

HOSPITAL

202-877-7122

CENTER

•

.

.

Astronomers find oldest
galaxy yet known
Astronomers in Hawaii have
discovered the oldest and most dis. tant galaxy known yet, pushing
back by several billion years. the
time when the universe's first stars
formed.
Thee discovery moves the start
of the epoch of galaxy formation
to within a billion or so years of
the Big Bang--the explosion in
which the universe was born-~so
close that it challenges a widely
held theory about the nature of the
universe.
Until now, the oldest confirmed galaxi,es--the celestial struc'-ures
that contain vast-clusters of stars-were onees that formed 10 billion
to 11 billion years ago. The Big
Bang began roughly 15 billion
years ago.
The newly discovered galaxy is
being seen as it existed 12 billion
. years ago. In other words, the
galaxy is now 12 billion light years
from earth, which means that light·
reaching Earth now left the galaxy
12 billion years ago.
Because some of the galaxy's
stars appear to be about I billion
to 2 ·billion years old when they
gave off the light that is reaching
Earth now, the origin of the
galaxy, and thus the origin of the
first stars, is 13 to 14 billion years
ago, uncomfortably close to the
Big Bang.

Harvard scientists
patent for mouse

•

Win

In a decision that is a milestone
in the efforts to commercialize
biotechnology, the U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office said Monday that it has approved a patent
for a genetically altered mouse, the
first time a patent has-been issued
for an animal.
Congressional sources said the
·patent has been granted to researchers at Harvard University. who
have genetically. altered the
animals for use iOJ.cancer;-related
. laboratory researah
Man-made life organisms have
been patentable under U.S. laW
since a landmark Supreme Court
decision in 1980, but Monday's
announcement will mark the first
time the patent law will protect a
genetif change in a higher life
form.

J

Harvard officials would not '
discuss the details of their mouse.
But experts said that genetically
engineering a laboratory mouse
would involve inserting a gene
from amother animal into the
mouse embryo in order to give the
mouse characteristics that mice
don't usually have.

Gun-toting man disrupts
Jackson speech in N.Y.
A spe~ch by Jesse L. Jackson in
a Bronx community center was
disrupted briefly Tuesday night
when a man with a gun was wrestled by Secret Service agents from
an area in front of the stage where
Jackson was speakin'g.
The man turned out to be an
off-duty Department of Co.rrections officer who had approached
the stage because he wanted to
take a picture of the Democratic
presidential candidate. The officer
was not held, and the Secret Service did not release his name.
''He crouched down to take a
picture, and when he did, a Secret
Service agent saw the bulge in the
back of his coat--and then saw a
gun," said Delmarie Cobb, acting
press secretary. ''They decided it
was better to be safe than sorry.''
'

D.C. school furlough
averted without funds
•

Private negotiatiohs between
D.C. Mayor Marion Barry and
school baord President Linda
Croop (Ward 4) ended Tuesday
with an agreement that averts a
furlough of school workers but
identifies no new money for the
financially strapped school
system.
The deal, announced by Croop
and Barry, means that 14,000
school employees will not face
seven days without pay, as the
school board had said they would.
But the rest of the $16 million in
budget cuts imposed by the board
this month remain in tact, ·including a hiring freeze, sharp cuts
in st>!inding on equipment and
supplies and the elimination of
summer school for students who
are not required to attend.
Skeptical school board members
said the moves to impose and the -'
rescind the furlough were stunts
designed to aid Croop's recently

· announced campaign to unseat
D.C. Council member Charlene
Drew Jarvis (D-Ward 4).
The school sykte,-P's budget problem stems frohi the decision by
Barry and the Gouncil to give the
board only $101nillion of the $25
million in additlotial money il requested on top of its current $413
million budget. The board said it
needs the money to pay for a 6
percent raise in a new teacher
contract.

Sen. Byrd to give up
majority leader post
Sen. Majority LeadJ r Robert C.
Byrd (D-W. Va.) announced Tuesday that he will step down nexi
year after more than a decade as
parliamentary ringmaster · for
Senate Democrats, paving the way
for a three-way succession contest
with potentially important implications for the Senate and the
Democratic Party.
Within moments of Byrd's announcement to his Democratic
colleagues at th~ir weekly luncheon, Sens. Daniel K. Inouye
(Hawaii), J. Bennett Johnston
(La,) and George J. Mitchell
(Maine) told reporters that they
are candidates to succeed him.
Many senators said there is no early front-runner. Several suggested
that Mitchell could emerge as a
strong contender if the Democrats
choose what, one described as a
''bolder ... more daring'' course .
Inouye was described more as the
candidate of continuity, with
Johnston somewhere_in betWeen.

•

NIH to build inn for sick
children, families
Thanks to a $23 million grant,
the National Institutes of Health
announced Tuesday that it will
begin building an inn to house
children and their families while
the children receive medical treatment at the institutes.
The Children's Inn, which is ex- 1
pected to be completed in a year, ,
will be built on two acres at the
NIH's Bethesda campus. It will
provide up to 36 young patients
with living facilities, community
rooms and receation areas.
NIH officials said that they had
received thC grant from Merck. and
Co. Inc., a pharmaceutical
raearch company. Merck's dona·
tion will cover the cost of the
project.
j
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Strong speaket needed
'
Who will be the! 1988 Commencement
speaker? With exactly- one month unit! the
event, that's the question many university staff
members and students (especially seniors) are
asking.
•.
We hope that poor planning is not leading
to the delayed announcement. The campus has
lJeen disappointed in past with late announcements (i.e. Homecoming Pop Concert
performers, Mrs. Bill Cosby for Commencement 1987) and everyone now is hoping and
praying that another boring or no-name
speaker is not scheduled for such ari impor-

tant exercise.

r

Year after year, Time magazine runs a full
lJage of quotes of commen_cement speakers
from universities across the country. The
quotes are good and they are from reputable
speakers. The advice and humorous stories
they share with their audience is so strong that
the magazine editors would like to share it with
all their readers. But never has a Howard commencement speaker appeared in the Time
feature. Not that having our commencement
speaker in the Time magazine feature is
something we should strive for, but we must
ask .o urselves if our past speakers are comparable ta those of other _universities.
Let's hope that this year's commencement
speaker will do as good a job and will be as
interesting a figure as those speakers hosted
by other campuses. It makes Howard students
envious and seniors grudgeful to hear that

other institutions had big name speakers that
captivated the audience. Let's face it, we're
Howard University and we're the best. We
need a commencement speaker to reflect the
prestige and excellence of this univeristy.
It is not enough to secure any old speaker
to get up to the podium to say a few words
just to pass the time away. The administration
should not assume that everyone will be polite
and listen (or quitely doze off) just because
listening to the speaker is a formality and
everyone is just anxiously waiting to hear the
conferring of the degrees.
The audience had gathered to witness the official passing of another class through Howard
University, and the honored speaker should
bring a message, experience, advice and
charisma to the podium. Not just a title and
a few boring words.
Commencement is an important day for
many people: the graduates, their family .and
friends as well as everyone at the university.
The university should do what it can to make
it an ~impressive event.

•

.I

l·

I

•

Commencement is the last day for seniors
and the exercise is the final experience most
will have involving Howard. Being that most
seniors leave with the feeling that they
wouldn't send their pets to Howard, the administration should make sure that commencement leaves a sweet taste in the graduates
mouth.

---··- -

Letters to the .editor
'

•

•

I

Perhaps in keeping with what seems to be
·tradition, this year's LASC executive board
started the year off with an investigation of
the forgery of executive treasurer Kimberly
Churchwell' s signature on financial
>-'d ocuments. With mixed emotions, executive

president Maynard Clarke fessed up to
"overseeing the forgery" of those documents.
Unfortunately, the council never rebounded
from that scandal. Clarke and his fellow officers have yet to produce one effective and
successful program this year. An exception to
that was the aru1ual Miss Liberal Arts Pageant.
And although some people contend the
·
Hiroshima concert was successful, a IIegat1ons
surfaced that Clarke made attempts to give out
complimentary tickets to newly elected
Undergraduate Student Assembly members,
knowing he had plans to running for coor.
f h
·
·
d tnator
o t at organ1zat1on.
This past LASC administration may 0e by
far the worse. It is ludicrous to think that there
are plans in the making for one successful program, especially since there are only two more
. weeks left in the semester.
For some unknown reason, both Clarke and
Churchwell were re-elected for Liberal Arts
student government positions for next year
after a non-productive and scandal-filled term
·
'bl
this past year. What would make responsi e
students re-elect two officials who have yet
made any noticiable effort to work on behalf
of those who elected them?
A d Ith
h th 1988 89 h I t
h
n a oug
e
- sc oo erm as
yet to roll around, LASC is already invloved
in a mess. It remains unclear what is going to
happen to executive president-elect Augustus
Johnson after he was disqualified last week
because of election infractions brought forth
by executive presidential e&ndidate Kelvin

. can only speak for myself and

students how hopeless Howard
students are and how young blacks of
today are lazy; basically just putting
us down. I am a third year student
in the School of Business and don't
know if the professors in the other .
schools do this, but for the last two
years, every semester I h~ye at _lc;ast
one professor who has trus .op1n1on
and openly voices it to the class.
I don't think it's right . We are all
here at Howard trying to better
ourselves.
Personally, I am not on the street
selling drugs, nor I am not a 20 year
old unemployed mother of 2. I am
here at Howard sitting in class, iak·
ing notes, going to the library, studying for exams, going to work,

of Africa. Many newspapers join in

what seems to be a ·contest to see who
can find the most bad news in Africa.

To tell one side of a story, or to
write that something has happened
wihout explaining why, is not objec·
tive, or fair. For the .:ast three weeks
there has been at least one story a
week in The Washington Post which

highlights the stereotypical themes of
drought, famine, and political con·
flict in Africa. There ·should be at

/•

least one positive news story to
balance the impression- that the
reader gets.
1am not saying, however, that the
media is always unfair in its cover-

-

--

-

'

plete conversion to modern life. The

are not meeting their potential and if:

you fell you have to express your opiJ ~
nion to the students, push us up with ,·
positiveness and don't pull us down .
with negativity.
·
Don't tell us we are hopeless and won't get very far·, tell us in order to
succeed wee, must work harder and
strive to be the best.
,
Positiveness is the best motivation. •
If you want us to be motivated be
positive, push us up and try to
understand us! Think of your class as
a team with two members you and
the students. You are the leader.
Lead your team to a victory!
C.W. Gee
SChool of Business

article was balanced. It gave the
government's reasons for forcing the
Masai to change and the Masai's
reasons for resisting change.

Editor-in-Chief
Naomi S. Travers

Television programs like ''The
Africans'' and ''For the People'' are

Managing Editor
Robert L. Frelow, Jr.

pioneers in the media. They have attempted to clear up the many

•

Business Manager
Malcolm Carter

stereotypes we read about and see pn

television by conveying the facts of

'

h~story.

,
''As the German anthropologist

Jones.
Our only wish is that the students in the Col- Leo Frobenius (i873-1936) wrote:
lege of Liberal Arts would stop voting for 'When the first European navigators
students based on popularity and start con- arrived in the Gulf of Guinea and
sidering the best candidates for getting positive landed afOUidah, the captains were
astonished to find well laid out
things done in the name of the council. Start streets, treelined for several miles.
holding these people responsible for what Travelling from dawn till dusk, inthey've campaigned on and began the im- __.. .h abit.ed by men dressed in silks and
peachment hearings when they don't work in . velvet. They saw great State, well·
your favor.
ordered down to the smallest detail,

Advertising Manager
Eric McDuffy
Art Director
Paul Davies
Campus Editor
Alonza L. Robertson

powerful sovereigns, rich industries,
and people civilized to their fingertips.''

Chief Copy Editor
Alison Bethel

Since I have been to Africa
(specifically Cameroon), I can say ·
that ·the constant flow of bad news
which is col).veyed by much of the
media is terribly one-sided.
I have seen beautiful and modern
cities such aS Douala, Yaounde, and
Limbe, vast fertile plantations, and
hard-working and family oriented
men and women.
The media ofttn leaves out the
many victories Which modern Africa
haS had in spite of centuries of severe
exploitation by foriegn powers. The
1

impact of the kidnapping of millions
(to say the very least) of African pe<>ple form Africa for a period of ove1
300 years and of almost 100 years of
colonialism has crippled Africa.
Angeline King

School of Communications

Copy Editors
Desiree Boykin
Lori Buckner
Tuanda Ward

•
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. All 1lcttcrs to the editor should be typed and double.sp-aced. ·
THE ~ILLTO~ reserves the right to edit and rejec~~!'_! .
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rage of African affairs. The New
York Times (3/28/88) published an
article about the Masai people of
Kenya's difficulty in accepting a com-

0ne mttst wonder why Omega Psi Phi is the
only organization that has taken steps to raise
money for Jackson . on a campus full of
politically astute black students. We can only
that this will be the spark that lights the fire
of support for the call)paign.

-

abdut some of the teachers I have
I'm tired!
come in contact with but, I wollld
Tired of going to class ~nd having j_µst like to say t.Q al\ the teachers at
a teacher taking class time to tell' · 'Hdw8rd~ If yoU' feellioward students !

barded with oae-stereotype on top of

members were determined to meet their goal
of making a sizable contribution.
The money may seem meager in comparison
to the millions of dollars needed to fund a
· presidential campaign, but Jackson now has
$2,000 he didn't have prior to Saturday.

~----

We know the image of Africa in
the media is not good. One side of the

the other, until we lose interest.
Most of us have seen the numerous
programs depicting people starving
or malnurished in various countries

.

-- -

Dear Editor:

conflict. Consequently, we are bom-

.

struggling to make the deferred paymep.t on time. The last thing I need
is r.r someone to stand up ·in front
of
tell me that I. am nothinr..
-- e and
-

Dear Editor,

story is usually all we get: famine,
droughts, and political and ethnic

ats off to jog-a-thon
Noble efforts such as' the one exhibited by
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., Alpha
Chapter, this past Saturday should be repeated
daily lf blacks are expecting the Rev. Jesse
Jackson to take the lead in his pursuit of the
Democratic presidential nomination.
The !Ok run to raise funds for Jackson's
campaign is just one of many ways ·Howard
students can show support for the only candidate who has made an issue of things which
concern all Americans.
The $2,000 raised among 50 people shows
that despite a small turnout the fraternity

Students are tired
of negative lectures

· Media gives biased
accounts of Africa

ASC scan als
. How unfortunate it is for students in the
Cbollege of Liberal Arts to continuously be
Bombarded
with
incompetent
and
unscrupulous student leaders in the form of
the Liberal.Arts Student Council. ·
It has become apparent this school year that
many of the students choosing to run for office in the University's largest school, are only doing so for their own benefit. Bui then
again, in recent years, LASC has had its share
of problems.
A quick review of the council's past four administrations is a quick reminder of the problems the council has encountered:
In 1984-85, executive president Hakim
Abdul-Hadi was asked to resign - and was
in fact ousted by a majority vote of council
officials - because he allegedly failed to carry
out his constitutional duties.
The following year, students were confronted with personal disputes by council officials when not the executive officers all came
from different election slates. Allegations surfaced throughout the first six weeks of the administration, but executive president Ricky
Wilkins soon managed to get his staff to work
together - the last time LASC has seen semieffective leadership.
Last year there were continuous battles between executive president Frederick Walls and
executive treasurer William Jones, and oftentime the necessary planning of scheduled
events was hampered because of their personal
differences. Again this was an administration
where all but one of the officers came from
one particular slate in the previous year's
election.

•
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Schedule of Events
•

•

Monday, April 18

*Festival Kick-off*

The Black Arts Festival

Dawnn Lewis,

(of "A Different World'')
featuring The Project, and
Howard University's own,

presents

''A Poetry
Reading Affair''
This afternoon of
cultural expression will
include poetic excerpts
from students and '
faculty. Don't miss it.

DIVA.

H. U. students admitted free
with ID & Certificate of
Registration, General
Admission $3.00

. *Black Film Festival*
Library Lecture Hall
11:30-1:30 p.m.

•

'

Tuesday, April j 9 12-1:30 p.m.
-Hilltop lounge.Blackburn Center

Tuesday, April 19

*Poetry Reading
Affair*
-Hilltop LoungeBlackburn Center

*Black Film Festival*

'

Library l .ecture Hall
11:30-1:30 p.m.

•

,

Wednesday, April 20

*A Day of Jazz*
•

featuring The Project,
The Sextet, and others

-The PunchoutB/ackburn Center
12 noon-6 p. m.

'

'

,

*Black Film Festival*
'

Library Lecture Hall
11:30-1:30 p.m.

presenting MS. DAWNN LEWIS

,-

'

'

The official Grand Marshal of the
1988 Spring Black Arts Festival

Thursday, April
20
•
1 ••

*Comedy"Night*

"

•

featuring comedian
Roland ''Buddy''Lewis,
''Pierre,'' Norris Rae, and

your hilarious classmates!
-The PunchoutBlackburn Center
7 p.m,
'j '

I

Friday, April 22

•

Black Film Festival

'

*The 1988 Spring
Fashion Show*

April 18,

''Kenyai''

11:30-1:30 p,ro.

''Stormy Weather''

Cramton Auditorium, 7 p.m.
, H U students $3. 00 with/ID
"i' and Certificate of Registration.
General Public $5.00

'

Lena Horne

April 19,

Saturday, April 23

'

5-7 p.m.

''A Soldier's Story''

'

*Spring Picnic
On The Y'ard*

Howard Rollins
•

'
Music, Food '>and
Fun
12 noon-d p.m.
Food and t-shirts will be given
to students with ID.

April 20,
•

11:30-1:30 p.m.

''Carmen Jones''
.

Dorothy Dandridge
&

Harry Be/afonte

1:t The

newly-selected
Mr. Howard will be featured
at each event.
~

1:t Promotional

consideration

provided by Eastern Airlines

•

~

Ms. Lewis will appear in concert at

Cramton Auditorium Monday, April 18
along with DIV A, Society for Women in
the Arts, at the Festival Kick:Off.
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vide equal opportunity to all actors
in television regardless of their race,
blacks were still given the traditional
1·0Jes of servants, 'uncle toms,' and
'mamies.'
Today, television, in addition to
radio and fi lm, is still reiterating these
same negative images of blacks. ''Today television has a quiet influence
over society. The do's and don'ts expressed through the media give white
so~iety false ideas such as blacks can't
think intelligently, shouldn't hold
certain positions, and can't react
under pressure," said Merrit.

Media
Continued from page 2

ried over into Vaudeville shows,
soundless films, and radio. In the
l 927s, when sound was added to
films, whites allowed blacks to play
roles ''because whites felt that no one
could better imitate a black man talking in broken dialect than a black

•

Merrit noted that despite NBC's
statement declaring that it wquld pro-

side a certain amount of time to argue
their point. There were no fancy
tricks or thrilling drama, just two
groups of law students trying to get
their point across to the judges
without jury or courtroom spectacles.
''It motivates me," said April
Whelchel, a first year student who
participated in the court April 8.
''This allows me to break the
moriotony of studying and stress. As
a first year law student, my schedule

Moot
Continued form page 1
the side effects of a drug, only the
general ones.
Moot court proceedings give each

because I didn't take chances and lose
all my money,'' Terry said. ''I'll probably use the money to buy groceries,
or pay towards my phone bill.''
Terry, a sophomore, sai'd that she
enjoys watching Jeopardy on TV and
watches it whenever she isn't doing
other things. ''I love the show and I
watch it pretty religiously,'' said
Terry. ''When I'm at home my
mother and I watch it together.''
Although some of the questions
were a little silly, everyone seemed to
enjoy the game and some students
even manag~d to learn a few things.
'' I thought the game was informative,'' said Patsy Williams, a

Game
Continued from page 2

•

questions in that category. However,
Terry, a microbiology major from
Pennsylvania, had over 6,000 points .
at the end of the second round and
managed to win the game. Stoute, a
sophomore front D.C. majoring in
microbiology, came in rhird place.
As the first prize winner, Terry
received $30 in cash. ''I guess I won

Omega run
Continued from page 2

•

l

Many of the participants who joined in said that the activity involved
in,the event was not an everyday task
fdr them. They just came out to support Jackson.
''Since Jesse is the only black candidate, I feel that the black community has an obligation to support him
collectively and I'm doing my part,"
said sophomore Martavius Jones, a
finance major at Howard.
Jones, who heard ab.Jut the jog-athon through Howard's Campus Pal
· office said that, although the six miles
seemed long, he felt that it was a worthy cause and that it was the least that
he could do for Jackson.
''It's not too long for me,'' said
Jones., ''People during the struggle in

CO,"AlllllCATUllS
.llU~llAY
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is very rigorous. The court gives me
a bit of excitement and makes me
want to go into the profession even
more,'' said Whelchel.
''I want to be a trial lawyer,.
therefore this type of experience helps
me practice my skills in the court
room," said James Wright, a first
year law student who had his moot
day in court April 5. ''I hope this will
enrich my knowledge of law," he
said.
junior from Jacksonville, Fl. majoring in accounting. ''Soine of the
questions were common knowledge,
but I did gain a little knowledge
about ancient Egypt and other things
I didn't know about before."
Because of the success of the game,
Farrington
said another
''Blackademics'' game show may be
·scheduled again in the future.
''The show came out really nice
and we had a good turnout of
students," she said. '' I just hope the
students learned something from
this.''

Residence

the 60s walked further than we could
ever run," he said.
Sophomore Rhonda Smith, an
English major at Howard agreed with
Continued from page 2
Jones and added that she got a lot of
financial support fron1 her friends.
She said the money needed for with a musical selection entitled,
Jackson to run his campaign is ''im- ''The Lord's Been Good To Me.''
portant'' and that he needs to be supThe chapel service indeed helped
ported.'' Smith said that she wished boost the other upcoming RHW a~
( that she could be more involved, but tivities, some of which will involve
"\(because of her schedule) she doesn't heavy competition among the
have the time.
residents, but it will all be in fun.
''S'omething like this doesn't take
Friday, the Talent Show will take
a lot of time and I thought it would place at Cramton Auditiorium at 7:30
be fun," Smith said .
p.m. Saturday the Battle of the
.Earley said that the Omegas will Dor-ms-will tMe place and determine
present the money to the Jack son which dorm is really the best, at the
campaign office here in D.C. during Greene Stadium from 9-11 a.m.
a formal presentation on April 21. He
''Residence Hall Week is a way to •
also said that they will award first, se- direct attention to the university's
cond and third place finishers with community on what goes on
prizes for their efforts on that same throughout the year, which is
day.
.highlighted by ~HW. It also involves_
·
Earley said ·that he is optimistic faculty members so that student~ can
about the group's work and that he have the benefit of exposure to tl1em
was ''just pleased to see the people in a different environment," said
who came out'' for their cause.
Keene.

Violence
Continued from page 1
Positioned
in the school at all times. The main
problem with curbing the violence,
1 they said, is that there ha$ to be very
strong evidence in order for them to
evea- search a student.
Cynthia Harris was so concerne;d
with her son's Safety in Detroit, MI.,
another urban area noted for its teeen
violence, that -she moved her family
to the District thinking that things
would be helter here. ''l thought it
was a safer environment,'' sQ.e said.
Harri s' son, 17-year-old Lionel
Harris, was shot to death last
'February, in a Georgetown parking
lot following a dispute over a girl.
Lionel maintained a 3.5 grade point
averas;e at Coolidge H igh School, in
the District.
Crimino logist Gwynne Peirson
said in a recent intervie\v, that until
there is social change in America,
there may be no end to the mounting
crisis of kids killing kids.
Peirson, director of the Administration of Justice Program at
Howard University's Department of
Sociology and Anthropology,
1

l

Forensics
Continued fro°' page 1
Woodard is hopeful the win will intitate more support from the School
of Communications.
''I thirik we have an excellent team,
with a J lot of good talent in
sophomore and juniors ... the
greatness will continue (in these people)," said Woodard.
She speculates that with the team's
victory, recognition will come.
Woodard said ''A lot of people I
don't know but who have heard have
come to congratulate me.''
For the graduating senior who majored in Afro-American Studies,
Woodard marks the end of her
career.
''I will be going to Columbia
University on a fellowship annd this
is a nice way to end my speech

believes that youth crime and
violence will continue as long as black
youths are socio-econoinically excluded and alienated.
''Most of the youth-violent crime
nationally is committed by poor and
minority youths,'' said Peirson.
He added that the drug trade has
made the problem worse. It allows
youths to make a lot of money
without accepting thejarger society's
values.
Peirson, who considers disadvantaged youths, age 10-20, a lost
generation, said that the only
recourse is to incarceate them for the
maximum time possible.
Disadvantaged youths live in bet1er conditions when they are incarcerated said Peirson. They have
access to better medical conditions
and food, but he said the only problem with jailing them is isolation.
Other i:fforts are being made by
organizations such as: The Busy Bee
Community Association, Ward 8 Unfoldment, Inc., Ward 8 Concerned
Citizens, Kenilworth Park Side, Project Aversion to Incarceration of
Black Males · (AIM), according to
Claire Johnson, public information
specialist for the office of Criminal ·
Justice, Plans and Analysis (CP&A).
Johnson said that all of these programs are · funded by the D.C.
CP&A. ''They (the programs) are incareer.''
The other team members to place
in "the competition were Darrin
Gayles and Shawn Ray. Gayles was
quarter finalist in poetry for the
'' Black Poets."
Woodard and Shawn Ray were
quarter finalists in the dual interpretation for August Wilson's

a

Fences.

Woodard also received Top
Speaker Award for District VII
defeating schools such as George
Mason University, Penn State
University, Virginia State University
and Towson State Universsity.
A transfer from Los Angeles,
Calif., Woodard came to Howard
after graduating from Los Angeles
City College with an Associate degree
in Afro-Arherican studies.
The other members on the tCam
were Toni Blackman, Umnar Hasan,
and Brian Williams.
The victory is the first national
award to be won by Howard .

'

'

AUOHT THE SCIOtlL tlf

The program was held in honor of
the 10th Annual Residence Hall
Week celebration. Merrit is a
graduate of Fisk University and Ohio
State University.

man.''

•,

VIUCE Ylllllt CUICEltlS

..

directly connected to youth crime
prevention. They are provided to
deter them (youth} from delinquent
behavior," she said.
The Busy Bee Community
Association, which serVes 100 youths,
form neighborhood youth councils, __ _..
which provide internships for youth
in law enforcement agencies.
Gary Hankins, an official with the
D.C. Fraternal Order of Police said
that when ''kids saw that police
couldn't protect them from the drug
dealers ... they had to protect
themselves.''
''These kids are seeing that crime
pays ... You begin to eonder how we
win the battle for a child's.mind when
they see that,'' he said.
..

·•

Bruce Speight, Rhonda Mann , Sherri
Milner. Gina Cappaninee, laura
Chrisrian, Darryl Elwood Pwnes and

Lenora Harris contributed to this
story.

,F estival
Continued from page 1
because, in the past, the picnics have
been stacked. It's not that we do not
want thi community, but it is easier
to manage the picnic with a smaller
crowd," said Collins.
Except for the fashion show, all
events for the festival are free to
l::!_oward students with proper ID.
The fes.tival is being sponsored and
funded by the Undergraduate Student Association (UGSA) . The
Spring Black Arts Festival began in
1980.
Collins said there have been no major problems in organizing this year's
festival.
''We started pretty early and we
still have a lot of work to do, but
things have bee;n smooth,'' he said.
Belinda
Lightfoot-Watkins,
Associate Dean of Student Activities,
said the festival has been made a matter of tradition at Howard.
''I perceive that people probably
view the tradition of the Spring
festiyal the same as homecoming was
for
the
Fall,"
said

Lightfoot-Watkins.

-
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If you ·re looking at
another summer of
pushing pizza or hustling hamburgers far the
same old $3.50 an hour.
look again Look into
Temporaries. inc., where
you can earn from $5.80
to well over $10.00 an
hour in the comfOrt of,
an air-conditioned,
profeSsional office
environment
You 'll get all the
work you want. flexible
schedules to accommodate summer classes
or vacations, 9 to 5
hours with nights and

weekends off, and a
complete benefit
package. And someone
else to build your
burgers

Check us out
today!
Receptionist
rL Telemarketer
~ General Office Assistant
rL~

iZl lVPist

•

rLl Data Entry operator
iZ secretary
iZi PC operator
iZi. INOrd Processor
•

'
•

Top pay for top people~
•

•

Tem orar1es, inc

A member of the Blue Arrow Group

Bethesda 654·7941 • Gaithersburg 948-0570
I
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STIME IS MONEYS

London School of Economics
and Political Science

Good PEopl~ EARN OVER
S 1 j .00 pER ltouR
"
Flexible Evening Hours (20-30/wk) ·
National Resort Development Co.
Seeking Agressive, Self-Motivated
Individuals for Plush New College
Park Marketing Office.
Gain Valuable · Marketing Experience Setting Appointments for
our Resorts.
*Excellent Training Provided.
*Just Seconds away from Campus .
*Excellent Resume Experience.
*Excellent Advancement Potential.
*No Selling· Invol·v ed .
Call 220-2800 for interview.
ASK for Mr. Caine.

•

•

•

A chance to study B!1d live in London
Junior-year programs, PostQraduate DlplomaS, OneYear Master's Degrees and Research Opportunities in
the Social Sciences.

•

The wide range of subjects includes:Accounttng and Finance • Actuarial· Science • Busi·
ness Studies • Economics • Econometrics •
Economic History • European Studies • Geography •
Government • Health Plarln!ng • Housing • Industrial
Relations • International History • International Relations • Law • Management Scienc;e • Operational
Res94rch • Philosophy, Logic & Scientific Method •
Population Studies • Politics • Regional and Urban
Planning • Sea·Use Policy • Social Administration •
Social :A.nthropology • Social Planning in Developing
Countries •Social Work • Sociology • Social Psychology • Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •
Systems Analysis •

UNIVERSITY STORAGE
This service is dedicated to
saving you time, money and worry.
Your property will be safe and
secure at ALL times.

AppHeatlon lorma from:
Adml11lon1 Regl1trar, Room 10, L.$. E.,
Houghton StrMt, London WC2A 2AE, England,
stat ing w h1th1r und1rgr11.du1t1 or po1tgr1du11.t1.

•

•

*You don 't have to waste valuable
tim taking belongings home.

LSE--

,

*Rest assured with University Storage
for the summer break.
J
•
*You do the packing, we do the rest.

•

f

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRlllNING CORPS

*Prompt, professional and courteous
•
serv ice.

BOS I OH PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BOSION, MA•SACiiUSEI IS

The Boston Public Schools will be at
Howard University
Washington, D.C.
Thursday, April 21st
9 AM· 5 PM
'
We are seeking applica!lts
for teaching positions in the following

3421 M St., NW #1013
Washington, DC
(202)' 965-4428

areas:

SPECIAL EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
SECONDARY EDUCATION _.
LANGUAGE ARTS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

YOUR FIRST STEP
TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE YOU
COULD TAKE TRIS SUMMER.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It's exciting

,

**Written, guaranteed contract.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
MATH/SCIENCE
ART/MUSIC
READING

•

•

Contact Your Campus Rep At
636-1035

tSIBB t889 SGlary Range:

and it may be your last opportunity to grad-

s-.o:st·$4t.aao

uate with'an Army Officer's corrunission.

(depending on background and experience)

For more information, contact the Placement Office.

THE SMllRTEST COLLEGE

.
All positions requ ire certification, approVal or eligibility to obtain.
For applicants who cannot attend this career day, send resume
and letter of Inquiry to: The Teacher Placement Unit, Boston
Public Schools, 26 Court Street, Boston, MA 02108.

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

MINORITIES ARE STRONGLY URGED TO ATTEND AND APPLY.

ARMY ROTC
Cor1tact : C P T . Ti sby ir1 Dougla s Hall

PICK-UP

RESERVE
A

ARD

Rin 20 -A or Call 636-6784/85
',

- I

l

•

'

r-'-

TAPES OF COMMENCEMENT

HOW ARD UNIVERSITY
SLIMNASTICS CLUB
'·•

•

AVAUABLE

SUMMER SESSION
MAY 2-JULY 14

•

••
.r,.

M,W 5-6:30 p.m.
T,TH 5:30-7 p.m.
11 'veeks - 42 COE D CLASSES

OFFERING:
'

SLIMNASTICS'

AEROBICS

MINI-SWIM and SWIMNASTICS

MOVEMENT

INDIVIDUALIZED ASSESSMENTS
PLUS MORE!!!
Pre- Register at H .U. Burr Gymnasium
5-6:30 p.m.-Apri l 25 o nly!!

•

Free Child Care
Discounts Avai lable
Phone Debb ie Johnson at 636-7 183 / 42

Fees: ·
Non-members $65
Mell)bers $55
Students $25

Note: $5 Off With This Ad
(Slimastics Summer Session Only)

.
...... ... l

Pre1en'e the memory of Howard Uni,,en ity's 120th Commencement on Saturday, May 14, 1988. Ordn rour ,,fdeo
cas1ette by fo /lO"!Ving the1e e~yjtep1:

estab . 1972

•

•

1. Piclc. up order form with )'OUT in,,jtatioru (April 18)
OR with rour cap and gown (May 9)
OR by using tk order form btlow

•

2. Complete order form and 1ubmit with check or money order for TOTAL AMOUNT to WHMM/I'V 32, 2222
4th Street, N .W., Washington, D.C. 20059 by MAY 30, 1988. Tape1 are $39.95 EACH.
3. Qrder1 will be filled within 30dap AFTER MAY JOTH.

NO CASH OR WALK-IN ORDERS WILL BE ACCEPTED. ONLY ORDERS ACCOMPANIED
BY COMPLETED ORDER FORM AND TOTAL PAYMENT WILL BE PROCESSED. COPIES
CANNOT BE PICKED UP FROM THE STATION AT ANY TIME. NO PHONE CALLS
PLEASE!
:><r SUTHER£ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

'

•

Name
I

Address
-1

· ll•lt•ph111k" llUn1IN'I' _ _~------

,

c;1y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State------- ~ ZipCode--~--

HOWARD UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT 1988

. l)lsi~>lllM"('\ d:11l· · - - - -- -- - - - -

r

Before ~'ou lea\'f' fbr the sum111er. be sure to

.

· 1\u1n111l·r bill lnl!addn*<' - - - - - - - - -

ha\'Cyour C&P phone service disconnected to
avoid extra charges. Our Quick Turmi11atlo11 Service · C.11111s 111 3!12-2200 rnim :ii\' 'lbuctt-lboc 1w publk" phlin(•.
· I .IS!('ll f!ir lhl' J\'('l>Nll!\11. lO lrll ~ 11·t1a1 rodrs lo di<!!. arKI 11·hl'n U1
makes It easy. Starting April l8. call us 24 hours
st.:u•· ~ 1 ~1rfi1Nnllllllf.!:iddn'8S.
a day, 7 days a week. at 392-2200. Just be Sll l"C to · 1111 1hP "'bu1to11 nft»r••arh t·n1r:.:
give US three days notice.
· 11r111 ch Mn nnd kt>t·11 ~nurorrn·r numbo·r---~~1111
lf you want to kee p your pho11e seNlce for l hc ' -·1.....,....,,,...,
t!ir"."-"'
'"'-'
'"...,
'"'"
1n...,
111_.1...,
_" 1
_.,_,._,,_·«_·. -----~
su1nmcr. you11 need to call us. too. Otl1cl'\vlsr .
your service may be at1t.on1atically discon11ecled.
,Just dial 346-2 plus the first Lh ree digits of)'Otl r
C&P ntlephona
phone number.
A Bell AHanlic Company
Eilhcr wf6'. have a great su m1ner. Just let llS
--hear from you before you hit t he 1'0C1d.
We put value on the line.

VHS

D

•

FORMAT DESIRED
No. ofcopie1 _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Bttamax 0

Coit: $39.95 for each copy ordered
Please ma/c.e checlc.or money order payable to WHMM-TV. (NO CASH PLEASE)

1

t

•

@

,•

.

AGREEMENT

It is understood and agreed that thi.r material or portions thereof, either picture or 1ound, will NOT be usal for
tran1mi.r1ion on any broadctUt 1tation, nor reproduced, nor 1"°'1n for tht purpose ofcharging ddmisJion, nor~
wed for commercial purposes without prior written appTO'l'al of WHMM-TV.
Sign4ture _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __, - - - - - - - -

Date·--~-----

All DTtim MUST be receiwd by May 30, 1988. Materiah will be forwarrkd to tht addrt11 alMwt witbin thiny(JO)
da'f' AFTER MAY JOTH.
•

)'

•
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- ··-· ··· -~

•
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•
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-.- - ...
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DANCERS boldl~ STRi~E hAck.wiTlt ,RETURN of TltE PltEoNix'

'

emerge as she convinc1ngly played
''the women'' in The Affair.
H illtop Staff Reporter
Vaughn's risque outfit, a black
unitard with provacative cut-outs,
Ari explosion of rhythm, soul and was the first indication of the steamy
energy erupted on stage Thursday performances to come .
night at Cramton Auditorium as The
Lethaniel Pugh joined Vaughn for
Howard University Dance Ensemble brief intervals on stage aild together
gave it's Spring performance entitl- they melded into one, as do love:rs.
ed, Return of the Pheonix.
The intimacy was real ... evident of
After a .r?cky semester last ~all, a performance well done.
after the f1r1ng of ensemble advisor
When It Rains It Pours ... that, the
and instructor E. Denise Perry, the title of the fourth dance was a most
ensemble is ba~k and stroi:iger than .· fitting name. To the w;ather Girls'
~ver ... much. like a Pheonix return- proclamation, '' It's raining men''
1ng horn~ to 11: loved ones.
several men .belonging to various
In an 1ncred1ble preformance, the Greek organizations and atheletic
ensef!IJ:>le's co~cert was lined w!th groups joined in. They came in bikini
~reat1v1ty and ~ 1brancy, both remain- briefs with shiny , muscular bodi~s.
1ng constants 1n the performance.
When It Rains It Pours was not onConsisting of 11 mef!lbers, .the con- Jy a visual odyssey for the women in
cert was the_ groups first thi s ye8:r.
the audience, but proved -- by the
The opening performance, which reaction of the crowd -- to be the
resembled a dance try-out, much like highlight of the show .
those seen on the TV sitcom Fame,
Although the performance \vas a
was danc~d by the entire company hard act to follow, The Strong
and provided a warm-up for the Woman Behind Nelson came close in
dan cers as well as the audience.
it's
art
form
and
social
From there the show continued conc 1ousnesses.
with al l-out enthusi<ism. The procesYaa Obeng was the lead dancer
sion of dances took the audience who portrayed Winnie Mandela. Her
from the depths of socia l strife to the performance was strong as she
heights of a torrid love affair and gracefully danced through the supeven 10 the market of sensual black porting dancers who represented the
flesh.
str ugglers of South Africa .
Strength, the third dance performAnd finally, the finale. It was
cd, was a spirit uall y uplifting perfor- much like the opening performace as
mance that embodied thr .pi. c f the dancers flowed with the energy
strength that emi nates from the black they worked up throughout the hour
woman. It s movement was graceful, Jong performance.
yet distinctly African.
The hi1 single Pump Up The
As Sarita Wil so n, lead dancer of Volume set the stage and rap group
Strengrh, leaped onto the stage she Salt and Pepa' s Pushit si ngle saw it
\\'as \velcomed with applau se and cat through. Giving each dancer a mocalls and emerged as the first 'star' ment of center stage was entertaining
of the evening.
as well as comical.
Wilson gave a st unning performace
Two of the guest per fo rmers did
.as she maintained co mplete control back flips si multaneously and one
of hcfbody 1nany times balancing on male dancer fiegned injury after high
one leg as the other \vas lifted stepping with a partner.
gracefully and held hig/1.
Working on a limited budget and
Erika Vaughn 'vas the next star to next to no fac ult y advi sement, the

I

By L auren Cooper

•

•

.

'.
'

-"

Ph11_10 hv Fiank B}·rd

Ensemble members and guest dancers, left to right: Tanya !lurke, Brion Carmichael,
Ericka Vau9hn, Sterling -Br~k~~ -Michell_; C-~ok,-·ji,;;my Dunn

Photo by Frank Byrd

.

Ensemble me mbers Ericka Vaughn (top) and Lethoniel
Pugh ;n The Affair.
Ho\vard University Dance Ensemble
provided an impressive evening of
entertainment coupled with strong
impressions of Graham technique
and Dunham expression.
Return of the Pheonix It was not
plagued by any of the usual detractors such as a late start-and lengthy
pauses bet,veen performances:
The music was good and the
dances provided an assortment of

stimulation.
These beautifu l d ancers make
lovers of the art wonder why Howard
has fai led to invest in a dance program at the Uinversity. But, as long
as the dance ensemble is alive and we!
and performing splended ly, dance
lovers can be destracted momentarily from the task.
At any rate, bravo to a job well
1
done!

Photo by Frank

-

B y ~d

Ensemble members Yao Obeng (right) and Tonya Salvant. ·

,
Pictured left: L.A.'s 21st Street
Gang • (from left) Filipe ''Romeo
.De Lon," Buddoh (o movie extra),
SpOnky (Bruc:e Beatty), Frog
(Trinidod Silvo), Lorry/Looney
Tunes (Grand Bush), BIRD (Gerordo Meja), unidentified movie ex·
tra, unidentified movie extra and
Witey (Courtney Gains, also an
extra).

,
••

Pictured right: One of Lcl
Angeles' most infamous gongs,
The Bloods: High Top (Glenn
Plummer), second from left, and
his fellow gong members. The
group and their practices are
represe11ted in the new Orion film,
Colors, scheduled ta open today
in theaters across the country.

Ziggy Marley (center) and The Melody Makers

Marley is back!
Ziggy and The Melody Makers·
follow legend with renewed spirit
By Keith Alexander
Hill1op Staff Repor1er

.I'

Since the 1981 death of Jamaican
reggae singer Bob Marley, few artists
have been able to bring the sty le and
po,ver back to the music form.
The genre has racked someone who
could persuade, who was both exotic
and shre\vd enough to pique our
curiosity while communicating the
needs and aspirations of the unfortunate. Ziggy Marley, though, is the
exception.
David ''Ziggy'' Marley, 19, is the
son of Bob Marley. He, his two
sisters Sharon and Cedella, and hi s
brother Stephan emerged in 1979 as
The Melody Makers and since then
have been on the road io becoming
one of the most popt1 lar reggae
groups
.
· around.
According to Ziggy Marley, the
group's formation came n~turall~ .
The children often toured with their
parents and picked up singing ~nd
performing techniques by watching,
and , particularly, 'by dancing on
stage, said Marley.
.
''My father wanted me to "tet
education," he said. ''Me got that
and I want to play music now. My
father didn't want to stop me from
playing music. It is something you
have within self,"
•

Ziggy , "'" ho is lead vocalist for The like those that his t"ather sang about.
The group's fi·rst tour came in
Melody Makers as \veil as conductor,
orchestrator, guitarist and chief 1985. According to Judy Mowatt.
songwriter, said his father never gave who sang back-up for Bob Ma rley,
''Seeing Ziggy that first night brought
mu~ic lessons. ''But he couldn 't help
back so many memories because
giving music.
''He'd be sitting and playing his there was no difference [between he
guitar and call us to sing. As things and his fat.her],'' she said.
Since then music critics across the
\VOuld come up, he would teach. He
would say, 'Sing -f ro_m your belly, country have had something to sa}'
from your stomach,' but not actual about Ziggy Marley. The concensus
is obvious: Ziggy Marley, his music,
lessons,'' said Ziggy.
Their first song was written by Bob and The Melody Makers have the
Marley entitled Children Playing in power to stir souls and move the authe Streets. The song was about the dience.
The Mo ldy Makers' current
so rrowful existence of children who
album, Conscious Party, was producgrow up in the ghetto.
The Melody Makers debut album, ed by the Talking Heads and the Tom
Play the Game Right, came out six Tom Club and collaborators C hris
years later. The album won a Gram- Frante and Tina Weymouth and contains a politically conscious message.
my for best reggae album.
''I wrote rpy first song before I was
Frante said, '' When Bo b M arley
10-years-old. It just came naturally,''
died, reggae outside of J ama ica lost
· said Marley:
Although Ziggy Marley and the a lot of momentum ... I believe he
Melody Makers are standing on their [Ziggy] is going to be the first person
own ground, they cannot avoid the to take up the mission his father left
comparison being made between unfinis hed.''
And like Bob Marley, many of hi s
them and their father.
Ziggy Marley is quick to point out son's songs - particularly o n t he new
the difference between him and his alb um - cry out fo r change .
' ' Music can make change, it can
father. ''I'm a youth and my ideas
are different than a man of 40 tell you somet hng about what the
years," he said, poiruing o ut that people want for themselves ' ' said
times have not changEd and so the Ziggy Marley . '' People is t he ~eapon
things that he sings about are much a nd music in fluences people. ''

'Colors' hits screen today amid harsh
criticism ofpromoting L.A. gang life
By Alison Bethel
Hilltop Staff Reporter

A Lo;; Angeles City Council fell
one vote short Wednesday of passing a proposal that would have
called fo r Orion Pictures to stop
release of .the ga ng-o riented
'movie', Colors.
The 15-member council voted 9
to 1 against the proposal . Leadiii.g
proponents of the ordinance is
Councilman Nate H olden .
H olden, who feels the movie
would incite gang violence, said,
''Can you imagine what it's going
to be like when a Crip kills a Blood
in the movie and the Crips in t he
audience yell , ' Yeah! ' ''
Ho lden, describing the movie as
' ' sick [and) exploitative," asked
the council to halt city-wide showing of Colors.
''This movie has potential to incite more vio lence. I believe it 's
going to generate much more
violence at the same time we are
deploying millions of dollars of
the city's resources to control these
gangs,',. .he said.

But members of the city council said t he issue was not at
emergency status and ''did not
warrant discussinng out of order.''
L.A. District Attorney Ira
Reiner, who saw the movie at a
p rivate screening last week, also
disagreed with H olden.
''The movie does not in 'anyway
glorify gangs .. . I don't thin k it's ,.
going to spark any violence on the
part o f gangs," said Reiner .
Ten votes Were needed to pass
the council 's proposal. Five of the
councilmembers were absent, ac-

'The movie does not in any
way glorify gangs. '

-- Reiner
cO'rdl n g to a UPI rCiCase
Wednesday.
The vote came several ho urs
before the Wednesday screening
o f the movie , which was attended
by several Hollywood celebrities.
According t o sources, Los
Angeles law officials are torn bet-

ween the matter.
While some " ·ho attended the
screening said the movie did not
glorify gang activities and would
not incite gang members to continue their unlawful practices,
others said the m6vie will turn
theaters into war zones, catch ing
audiences in the cross fi re.
T he movie is schedu led to be
released across the country today.
Orion o fficials defe nd t he fi lm
as ''realistic'' and said they will
not consider· halting its release in
70 theaters in L.A.

Colors, directed by Dennis Happer and starring Sean Penn and

Robert Duvall used real gang

members for extras and portrayed"'-' ~ ··· ~
. authentic gang slogans, hand
signals and the names o f the two
major gangs in Los Angeles.
. P atrols wilTbe beefed up Friday
night near theaters showing Colors
and theater owners are planning.to
add security guards, said a UPI
repo rt .
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Bison track team
takes several
honors
.
'

.

By Charlisa Holloway
Hillt op Staff Reporter

The Howard University track team

took several first and second place
victories in the 14th annual H oward
Relays held Saturday, April 9, at the
William H . Greene stadium.
''I felt that it was an overall excellent meet,' ' said William Moultrie,

Howard 's track coach. Captain of
the squad, Lone!! Johnson, described the meet as ''well run with good
·competition.''
There were 45 schools competing
in the meet including Georgetown,
Seton Hall and Villanova Univer-

sities. There were even some surprises
like Cheyney State's victory in the 4
by 100 meter. ''I couldn't say that
any one team was our toughest opponent because you get teams like
Cheyney State that surprises
everyone,'' said Johnson .
Twelve meet records were set
Saturday, but only one participant,
- Angela Williams of. Seton Hair,
qualified for the NCAA meet with a
time of 11 :22 in the open 100 meters
run. The NCAA meet will be held in
' June .
Eugene, Oregon tn
Johnson feels that if he keeps running and stays healthy, he will have
good chance at qualifying along
' awith
the re<;t nf the members of the
relay. ''It 's almost a tradition for the
4 by 400 relay team to qualify for the

NC's [NCAA]. In 1982 they had the
fastest time in the U.S. {3:02).,'' explained Johnson . ·
Although none of Howard 's team
members qualifiep for the Oregon
meet, m.3.ny took top honors in their
events. John Branch, a junior, easily won the 400 meter hurdles with a
lime of 51:92. Branch predicted AllAmerican Tony Valentine of

Villanova to be his toughest comp~titor, but Valentine lost the race by
almost four seconds.
·-.-,MY coacll s3id I-beat-him~~~~·
tally," said Branch, ''I came out really str9.ng and when we came around
the second bend I did not get tired
and 'die.'''
Branch was hoping to qualify for
the NCAA meet, but a time of 50:33
was needed. ''I don't want to make
excuses because excuses are for
losers, but I felt the wind was an
adverse condition."
Along with Branch's first place victory, Rohan Webb took first in the
shot put and the 4 by 400 relay team
came out on top in their event. The
Sprint medley, 4 by I 00 and 4 by 200
relays finished with second place
medals in the relays.
The women's relay teams did well
with first place finishes in the 4 by
200, 4 by 400 and sprint medley

•

•

•
H~ward

Photo by Carroll Smitti '
Particip~n~
.

trackster shows concentration as she begins to run.

I

relay competition.
.
.

relaYs. They took third in the 4 by
100. Cindy Ford took first in the
open 800 meter and Janice Kelly took
second in the open 400 meter rtin.
The meet, which was watched by
approximately 5,000 fans had some
ex.Citing moments. In the women's
1500 meter event Rosiland Taylor of
the University of Maryland defeated
Loretta Miller of the U.S. Marine
Corps with a time of 4:36:8 minutes
while Miller followed by a mere seven
tenths of a second. She finished with
the time of 4:37: I.
In the men's 4 by 800, Steve
O'Heara of Virginia University ran
his split in 45. 7 seconds to help the
Cavaliers defeat George Mason
University 7:46:5 minutes to 7:46:7.
Howard 's track teani travels to
Tallahassee, Florida for the MidEast.e rn Atlantic Conference cham·
pionships April 15-17.

Basketball

j
Photo by Kenny Harri•ton

Horrisburg Community College's hurdler stretches for the finish line.

'

we start to warm up we .. hould have
better times."
Overall, Michelle Felder summed
predicts a better outcome because of
the weather. ''Once we get there andup the sentiment for the whOle squad.
''I'm going, down there with the ~t
titude to win,'' she said .

'Coach Moultrie predicts a good
meet. He said, ''With good perfor-,
mances we might have some qualify.
ing times, but we don't make predictions we just perform.?'
Tisa Williams, a member of the
one of the women's relay teams

By Marty Lewis

against teams in our conference,"
real good chance to win it all, because
Hilltop Staff Reporter
said Strickland.
we are a much improved team com''Winning the MEAC is the only
pared to the team we had last year,''
The Howard University tennis reason we're going down to Florida,'.'
said Tamiko Jackson.
team is hoping to bring home the Mid said Strickland. ''If the men just go
Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC} down there and play to the best of
The women's team are going into
championship from the tournament t heir ability they will bring back a
the ..tournament with strong conin Florida, April 14-17 .
ference wins backing them. ''They
conference championship.''
will be feard by some of the smaller
Both the men and women teams
Haywood W~llis, tennis team cap- schools, " said Strickland. ''I feel
are confident going into the cham-·
pionships Their assurance stems from tain, said, ''Our chances are good, we both the men and the women are
previous conference wins in which just can't be over confident." He peaking right now and that is one
they beat both Morgan State and continued, '' This year's team has reason why I feel confident going inmore depth and quality players com- to the tournament."
Delaware State.
According to Larry Strickland, pared to last year's team which won
''Since our season has been
tennis coach, the men's toughest the MEAC.''
_ plagued with so many ups and
competition will be South Carolina
'' All we have to do is play good downs, winning the MEAC will bring
State· who finished second in \he con. ference last year. The coach said that standard tennis,'' said team member our season to a happy end," said
the women's team will be pushed by Robert Crawford. ''We're better team member Mark Anderson.
Florida A&M and South Carolina than all the other teams in our league.
•
''Plus, by being a two-time winner of
State, the two teams that finished in If we play consistent tennis, we will
win our second conference title in as
the MEAC, Howard Tennis will start
.front of them last year.
getting some ofi the respect it trul)·
The men' s team will go into the many years.''
deserves,'• he said.
championship seeded number three
and Strickland said his teams have
The women 's team, which finish ''If we win the MEAC, we will
good chances to win it all.
''I think our chances are very ex- ed third last year, said this is going have established ourselves as a force
cellent based on our match play to be their year to win . ''We have~ to be reckoned with on the East

Coast,' ' said

Freshm~n

I

Cedric Crear.

As far as preparati9n for thC tournament , the Bisons,pjayed fo4f tough.
matches going 2· 2 with the wins over·
Delaware State and Georgetown
University."
''This ~eek we played some tough
matches to prepare us both physically and mentally ,'' the coach said. ''I
feel my players are peaking right
now.''
''The competition will be very stiff.
We will have to play two matches a
day and overcome eight other teams
to win, but I know we can do it,''
said Strickland.

'
''This is where
all the running,
wei~htlifting and practicing pay.s off,
w~

know we're ready for anything,"
sa!9 Anderson.
•

• 1.-"
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CAPITAL SELF STORAGE
.

offers

•

Paralegals are in demand: The
occupation is forecast to double
in size over the next decade.

Low Cost
'
Summer Storage
for Stu<Jents

NBA.

Hockey
The St. Louis Blues have won
their Campbell Conference
semifinal with four games to one,
with a 5-3 victory over the Chicago

Blackhawks. The Blackhawks will
face the Detroit Red Wings who
defeated the Toronto Maple
Leafs, four games to two .
In the SMYTHE division , the
Calgary Flames trounced on Los
Angeles, four games to one. The
Flames will now face Wayne Gretzky and the Edmonton Oilers who
skated to victory over the Winnapeg Jets, four games to one.
In the Whales Conference, the
Washington Capitals were
defeated four games to two by the
Philadelphia Flyers. The Flyers
now face New Jersey who won
their series four games to two also .

The Pittsburgh Steelers have
t.raded -Mark Malone to the San
Diego Chargers. Malone" was
drafted in the first round by t~ ·
Steelers in 1980 . ·
Retired all-time leading rusher
Walter Payton of tlie Chicag
Bears, was involved in the accidental shooting of the manager of
Payton's Chicago restaurant
Wednesday night. N(Ji:harges will

be filed.
According to Sport magazine,
Howard University's 1 wide
receiver, Curtis Chappell will be
the 40th pick in the NFL_draft by
the Buffalo Bills. The magazine
said he will add depth to a team
that needs the deep threat at wide
receiver and punt returner.

Baseball

l

•

'

The NeW York Yankee's continue to roll through the American
League .~t. boasting-a 8-1 record
after defeating the Toronto Bluejays ·Thursday , 7-3.
In the American League West,
Kansas and Oakland continue to
battle for the first place spot.
The Pittsburgh Pirates, last
year's doormat of the National
League East, are performing well
as they lead the conference by onehalf of a game over Chicago.
The Houston Astros and the
Los Angeles Dodgers continue to
battle for that first place spot in
the West.

'·•
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'
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Howard

I

The Bison squad won the
Howard University Intraumrfil
Basketball title Wednesday night
after they defeated H20 at Burr
gym11asium.

'

I

HowARd UNiVERsiTy's
SyNcllRoNizEd SwiMMiNG Club
PRESENTS
SYNCHRO '188
BODIES IN MOTION
WEdNESdAy, ApRil 20 AT 8 p.M •
BvRR GyMNAsivM

•

j

professionals.
Also typical of The New
School is convenience. Courses
start June 6, and are offered in
Greenwich Village mornings,
afterndons aria evenings.

numbers and scope, the need
for specialized education grows.
That's why the New School
created its Paralegal Studies

Program.

'rt>u can earn a Paralegal
Certificate this summer. Our
•
program can be your step-&,1step guide to legal fundamentals
and legal specialties including
corporate, administrative, and
real estate law.

Low Cost Private Storage Units
Your Lock - Your Key
24 Hour Security
'
Completely Enclosed Building
Free Loading Assistance
Convenient D.C. Location
Low Monthly Rates/No Hidden Costs

The UCLA Bruins ended their
search for a coach as they hired ,
Pepperdin·~ University's bead
basketball coach, Jim Harrick . ·
The coach boasted a 150-86 record
while at the university.
The Washington ,Bullets have
rehi red interim head basketball
coach Wes Unseld to lead the team ·
for another year. Unseld replaced
former head coach, Kevin
Loughery who was 83-19 on the
season before being fired. Under
Unseld, the Bullets have improv·
ed to 27-22 and are tied with the
New York Knicks for the eighth .
and final playoff spot in the
Eastern Conference.
The Boston Celtics currently
lead the Eastern Conference with
55-21 and the Detroit Pistons are
second at 50-26.
In the West, the Los Angeles
Lakers continue to rule at 59-18, ·
- boasting the best record in the

Football

(

f1.s you would expect, New
School teachers are all working

f1.s the profession grows In

•
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Sotu~ay's

Sports. tidbits

•

HU tennis team vie for confere nee title

•

in

An Open HOUH on
v.•1c1u:11day, May 18 llt & p.m.
wtn wuMr your qu11Uons.
To reMl'Y9 • p1.C.-or to
Nqllllt lftOf'9 b:fCMiiidon-

1'9turn the CCM'90" or call the

number b1law.
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Call us today! ·
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Call us: (212) 741-8667

543-1400

I

3rd St. ~Florida Ave .. N.E.
Washington. D.C.

I The New School

(I block East of New
York & Florida Avenues)

\'

IA1 Paralegal Studies Program
l'.lJ 66West12thStree~NewYork,N.Y. 10011
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BE TllERE!!!
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(This is A FREE EVENT)
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Announcements
Every Sund ay Tod d John so n
presents Ladies Night from 10-2:30
at The Roxy, 1214 18th St., NW.
Ladie·· are admitted free all night.
Also, o•• Sunday April 24, don't miSs
the Beach Party at The Roxy.

>

.'
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Hilltop/Fridoy, April 15, 1988

WHBC Progressive 630 AM
once again presents another
RIDICULOU S RECORD GIVEAWAY
next Saturday at the Spring Picnic on
the Yard. Tune in to WHBC for more
details.
Students,Faculty·Staff·top prices
paid for used and unwanted books
with resale value . Tim Jones, TAJ
Book Service 722-0701. Support a
student enterprise.
NOTICE-Some of the distributed
post ers for the Black Arts Festival
have a few mistakes. Please refer to
prog rams for correct information or
call 636-6918.
The Brothers of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc .
The ''Mother Pearl ,"
HowarC University and Chi Delta,
the University of Maryland Cpresent
their annual spring cabaret
A NIGHT OF OMEGA ECSTASY
When: Friday, April 22, 1988
Time: 10 p.m.-2 a.m .
Place; The Washington Marriot
1221 22nd St., NW
Dress: Semi-formal
C0st: $1 O in advance $12 at door
Menu: Seafood Buffet and Cash Bar
Tickets available at ·c ramton
Auditorium Box Office or /t ram anyl
local brother.
;
ATTENTION!ll POTENTIAL HU
MARCHING BAND MEMBERS
Instrumentalists, Dancers. Twirlers
and Flag Girls. Spring Resgistration
will be held in Blackburn ·reenter .
April 18·22, 10·3 p.m. Spring Camp
v.·ill be held April 19·21. 6-7 p.m.
Call 636-7069/7062
HOT BODIES :'
WET BODIES I
BODIES' BODIES! BODIES'
See Synchro '88 as they 'present
BODIES IN MOTION
Wednesday. April 20. at 7:35 p.m.
Burr Gymnasium . BE THERE!
This is no joke. This show is hot!
So ... Dress Properly
WORD
PROCESS ING •> THAT
SHOWS YOU AT YOUR ABSOLUTE
BEST. Quick . Deliver ontcampus .
Call or Write for free samples, rates.
service: Jean Mosher, 1718 Conn .
Ave ., NW #310 , Dept . HU .
Washington , DC 20009; 593-9689.
The Department of Economics at
Howard University will host its 5th
Annual Dinner-Lecture, Thursday ,
April 28 in the West Ball Room of
Blackburn Center. The featured
speaker is Dr. Marcus Alexis, currently Dean of the School of
Business at the University of Illinois.
The cocktail hour begins at 7 p.m.
and dinner begins at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $25. For more information contact Ms. Sandra Gillis at 636-6717.
DIVA will sponsor a car wash April 16
and 17 from noon to sunset at the
Schools of Engineering · and Architectu re parking lot. Cost for
st ud en t s is ·$3 and $4 for~
nonstudents.

Delivery
Perso n.
Ev enings ;
Weekends. Must have own transportation . Hourly wage + tips and
benefits. Call · Joel at 244-1 11 1.
Wingmasters 35 14 Connect icut
Avenue, NW
Marketing/Sales RepresentativeIdeal for business students who
want practical experience in direct
sales and office work . Salary plus
commission. Own transportation
needed. PT flexible hours. Internship
possibilities. Call 783-0101.
Summer Employment. Gr oup
Leaders (4) Hours May 9·Jun e 17
3-6 p.m. June 20-September 2, 9-6
p.m. Salary ; $5.25 per hour .
Qualifications: 1 year of college. Experience: Background with 6-1 1
year-olds helpful. Call GCH
333-4953.

Wanted

'

Before flying Virgin, these typical collegi<l.te-types thought travelling to
London was about as exciting as taking an 8 a.m. Trig exam with a hangover.
After flying with us, they were as happy as three rock stars on a world tour.
You'll feel the same way. Once you've flown on our roomy 747s. And
experienced our great movies, music ,,ideos, BBC comedy shows, 8 different music
programs, and all our other award-winning in-f_light entertainment. All coming at
you through a pair of serious electronic headsets.
Still not satisfied? How about a nice hot meal. In fact, a choice Qf
3 nice hot meals.
That's right, it's airplane food. With one major difference. It's actually edible.
It's also followed by tea and 2astries later on.
So you can munch out while you do a little extra studying. (Yeah, right!)
Want even more? Then 4et us remind you of our fares. As low as $219*
from Newark. $249* from Miami.
Now what do you think?Great. Then see your travel agent. Or call us at 1-800-862-8621.
Hey, if we could please these sourpusses, pleasing you
will be a breeze.
·

Howard Female looking to rent 1
bedroom or efficiency near cameus.
$200-300 range . Call 797-0971
after 6 p.m .

Personols
•

Patti in Meridian :
You just don 't realize how you increase the density in my jeans
everytime I see your beautiful frame .
Sitting Next to You
Alicia A:
You came to THE HILLTOP Monday
and caught me off guard . I've seen
you everywhere but never had the
pleasure of meeting you . If you
would like to meet me, come back
today at 4 p.m.
A Newsman

~~i~b~eeekend we 're g;nna pump up
the volume and push it allll nite.. .

~~n;~~;~"~ ~ands.

This semester brought us closer
together , and the love that we , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:;:::::.:;,~:..:;~_::::::_::.:::...:.=_~~-----------------':"'"---•
developed on line for each other was
rekindled . SKEE-WEE'
•
•
20-A-87
'
The Ladies of First Floor Frazier Hall,
Thank you for all the energy and time
that was given in order to make our
floor special!
With Love,
Your G.A.

~ MANUFACTURERS

,

'

Smart

~HANOVER

Help your
parents
get through
college. -

ATTENTION Members of the Flock'
We are overdue for a meeting. How
about this weekend? On the agenda: new fledglings. Call Me.
3-TB
Ballerina,
tt has been two weeks since we first
met. I may be indecisive but 1-.do
know that I like you immensely. So
now I turn over my heart and love.
Ticklish

•

•

J ust thinking about college tuition is
enough to make most parents brea k into
a sweat.
But can you blame thell),? When you
consider the cost of tuitiOn, books,
dorm s~not to mentiOn pizza partiesyou're talking big bucks.
Which is why you should do some
talking. Like telling your parents abo1.,lt
the F.ducation Loan Programs at
Manufacturers Hanover Trust.
At MHT, not only do we participate
in all three Federally gua ranteed loan
programs, but we also work with state
and nationa l agencies and ca n make
guaranteed loans in all 50 states.
In practically no time at all.
In a matter of minutts, MHT Student
Loan Processors ca n prog ram you r
information into our computerized loanprocessing system.
.
Within 24 hours, the Bank wil l get a
decision from the Guarantee Agency.
It's that simple. Better still , with MHT
your parents will get all the money tJ1ey
need from one source.
Example: If your folks need more .
money than government SOUtCf'.S will
give them we can offer them ta1lor·made
payment Plans through The F.ducation
Loan Program, Educational Lines of
Credit or Monthly Budget Program and
Pre-Payment Programs that make it
easy for your parents to fund themselves.
(The Education Loan Program, Monthly
Budget and Pre-Payment Programs are
offered through the Tuition Plan, a
company of Manufacturers Hanover.)
· Once you get a loan from us, you can
be sure it'll stay with us. Because we've
never sold education loans to other
banks (unless the borrower asked us t4
So if you need money for school, call
1-800-MHT-G RADandgetyourself
an MHT Education Loan Application.
T hen when your folks ask you about
tuition, 8.t least you'll have ah answer.
''No sweat."

Elizabeth ,
My love for you increases exponentially every moment. Your pretty
brown eyes are so enamoring. I pray
that I pass the ultimate test to that
we can continue to develop into
something resplendently unrivaled .
On your speacial occasion, please
wear those blue shoes!
Lavon

....

Low Cost
Summer Storag'e
for Students
• Low Coit Private Storage Units
• Your Lock - Your Key
• 24 Hour Security

Bedroom Furniture for SALE!!! Head·
board, Dresser, Full-size mattresses.
Call 636-1993 •

'

Virgin AtlanticTakeAirways.
747.s
To
London.
us for all we've got.

For Rent

Condo for sale. Adelph i Presidential
Park. Two-bedroom condo, newlydecorated, immaculate. $47, 500.
Call Mark 933-3333.

'

GET POLITICAL
Join the Nat ional Citizens Lobby to
fight corporate health care rip-offs.
FT or PT . Travel, training and rapid
advancement opport unities . Call
775-0370 to apply.

.

For sole

>

Help Wanted

''The o.c.t Association of Black
Psychologists invites you to its Annual Benefit Dinner. Saturday April
16 at 6:30 p.m. at the Washington
Navy Yar. or. Reed Tuckson . o.C.
Commissioner of Public Health , will
be the keynote speaker. For more information contact Dr William Byrd CHICAGO (J.R.S.)
at 726-6062 .
·
~ HaPP.Y B'day. dear! Let's make it
special.
The Baha 'i presents an informal Always , Your Florida Girl
discussion:
Barret , our deepest sympathies are
Topic ... "Beyond Women's Lib ''
with you .
Speaker ... Mr. Dean Mohr
St. Louis Club
When ... Tonite, April 15, 1988
Place . .'. Blackburn Center, Am. 150
21 ·A-86 14·A·B6 , 9·A·B6 , 17·A·B6
· Time ... 7 p.m :
Your thorough ness keeps my head ·
Bring YO UR ideas!
held high!
Refreshments will be served!
SKEE-WEE' 14·A·BB
Spartacist League Study Group ,
Bruce.
TH E FIGHT FOR SOCIALISM
Final class. '' Towards a Revolu- The time we spent together last
tionary Workers Party! '' Saturday, weekend was wonderful. Thanks for
April 16. 1 p.m. in Blackburn Center being so special and for making me
Music Listening Room. Call one happy lady.
Love Ya,
6 36-3537.

MT. PLEASANT-One bedroom/den,
fireplace, hardwood floors, modern
kitchen, W/D, CAC, steps to 16th
Street. Directions: Take South on
14th, Right on Newton to 1495, Spt.
405. Rent/Option .$600. Call Walt at
422-0499.

..·

• Completely Enclolcd Building
• Free Loading Assistmce
• Convenient D.C. Location
• Low Monlhly Rates/No Hidden Cosu

•

I.

'

'

The Cot;isumer Bankifl9 Group
Member FDIC. G) F_,qua\ Opport unity Lender.© 1988
ManufactUren Hanover Tr ~t . All ri11ht 5 reM! rved .

543-1400
lrd SL .t Flmicla Ave., N.E .. Wuh.

I

I

-

.

